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The overuse of man-made antibiotics has facilitated the global propagation of
antibiotic resistance genes in animals, across natural and anthropogenically disturbed
environments. Although antibiotic treatment is the most well-studied route by
which resistance genes can develop and spread within host-associated microbiota,
resistomes also can be acquired or enriched via more indirect routes, such as
via transmission between hosts or via contact with antibiotic-contaminated matter
within the environment. Relatively little is known about the impacts of anthropogenic
disturbance on reservoirs of resistance genes in wildlife and their environments. We
therefore tested for (a) antibiotic resistance genes in primate hosts experiencing
different severities and types of anthropogenic disturbance (i.e., non-wildlife animal
presence, human presence, direct human contact, and antibiotic treatment), and
(b) covariation between host-associated and environmental resistomes. We used
shotgun metagenomic sequencing of ring-tailed lemur (Lemur catta) gut resistomes and
associated soil resistomes sampled from up to 10 sites: seven in the wilderness of
Madagascar and three in captivity in Madagascar or the United States. We found that,
compared to wild lemurs, captive lemurs harbored greater abundances of resistance
genes, but not necessarily more diverse resistomes. Abundances of resistance genes
were positively correlated with our assessments of anthropogenic disturbance, a
pattern that was robust across all ten lemur populations. The composition of lemur
resistomes was site-specific and the types of resistance genes reflected antibiotic
usage in the country of origin, such as vancomycin use in Madagascar. We found
support for multiple routes of ARG enrichment (e.g., via human contact, antibiotic
treatment, and environmental acquisition) that differed across lemur populations, but
could result in similar degrees of enrichment. Soil resistomes varied across natural
habitats in Madagascar and, at sites with greater anthropogenic disturbance, lemurs
and soil resistomes covaried. As one of the broadest, single-species investigations of
wildlife resistomes to date, we show that the transmission and enrichment of antibiotic
resistance genes varies across environments, thereby adding to the mounting evidence
that the resistance crisis extends outside of traditional clinical settings.
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INTRODUCTION

Antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) occur naturally and are
evolutionarily ancient (Aminov and Mackie, 2007; D’Costa et al.,
2011), but the pervasive use of antibiotics has accelerated their
global propagation and precipitated a resistance crisis (Ventola,
2015; Van Puyvelde et al., 2018). The ARGs within a microbial
community, collectively known as the resistome, influence the
function of native bacteria (Kim et al., 2020), increase pathogen
morbidity and mortality rates (Howard et al., 2003; Lin et al.,
2015), and diminish the efficacy of antibiotics (Rossolini et al.,
2014; Martens and Demain, 2017). ARGs are thus well-studied in
clinical populations or agricultural systems that receive antibiotic
treatment (French, 2005; Ghosh and LaPara, 2007; Lerminiaux
and Cameron, 2019). Although ARGs are also components
of anthropogenic disturbance, such that contact with infected
hosts or contaminated environments facilitates the transfer
and incorporation of ARGs into natural microbial consortia
(Hiltunen et al., 2017; Manaia, 2017), the presence and abundance
of ARGs in wildlife and non-model animals remains relatively
understudied (Dolejska and Literak, 2019; Ramey and Ahlstrom,
2020). Here, we use a site-comparative approach within a single
host species, the endangered ring-tailed lemur (Lemur catta), to
(a) characterize ARGs in the gut microbiota of multiple wild and
captive populations, (b) determine if identified ARGs correlate
with components of anthropogenic disturbance faced by these
populations, and (c) test for covariation between ARGs in wild
lemurs and their natural environments, as proxied by ARGs
in soil microbes.

Antibiotic resistance genes evolved as defense mechanisms, so
natural ARGs are diverse, present in low abundances, and persist
in microbial communities with no known human contamination
(Segawa et al., 2013; Jardine et al., 2019). Their propensity to be
exchanged via horizontal gene transfer has allowed ARGs to pass
between and persist within host-associated and environmental
microbial communities (Baquero et al., 2009; Forsberg et al.,
2012; Martínez, 2012). The associated arms race between the
evolution of protective ARGs and antibiotic production has
resulted in myriad, naturally occurring resistance mechanisms
(Sengupta et al., 2013; Versluis et al., 2015; Van Goethem et al.,
2018). The increased selective pressure from human antibiotic
use, coupled with widespread human encroachment into natural
environments, is thus expanding ARG reservoirs in wildlife and
their environments (Gatica and Cytryn, 2013; Berglund, 2015;
Anthony et al., 2018).

The most notable and well-studied route of ARG enrichment
within a microbial community stems from treatment with man-
made antibiotics (Alanis, 2005). This direct route of enrichment
has greatly contributed to the spread of clinically relevant ARGs –
those that confer resistance to multiple drug types or to last-
resort antibiotics (Koch et al., 2014; Mühlberg et al., 2020). Once
resistant microbes are present in a microbial community, they
also can indirectly enrich the community resistome by persisting
as community members and/or by transferring ARGs to native
microbes (Chee-Sanford et al., 2009; Gao et al., 2018). Resistant
microbes can be shared between humans and companion
animals (Pomba et al., 2017), acquired through consumption of

contaminated dietary items (Wang et al., 2006; Nawaz et al.,
2011), or acquired via contact with human or agricultural waste
that includes antibiotic residues or ARGs (Addison, 1984), the
latter prompting investigation of soil microbiomes (Esiobu et al.,
2002; D’Costa et al., 2007).

Antibiotic resistance genes are thus a newly recognized
component of the Anthropocene, expanding the traditional
definition of human disturbance (e.g., habitat degradation) to
include perturbations of microbial communities (Tripathi and
Cytryn, 2017; Zhu et al., 2017; Trevelline et al., 2019) that
can influence host-associated microbiota, transfer ARGs to
pathogens, and alter the host’s immune function (Bengtsson-
Palme et al., 2018; Dafale et al., 2020). ARG spillover into wild
animals also has the potential to subsequently re-infect exposed
humans or other animals (Pomba et al., 2017). The risk of ARG
enrichment in wildlife is thus linked to the potential for both
direct (e.g., antibiotic administration) and indirect (e.g., human
and agriculture presence) routes of transmission. As a first step to
determining the respective roles of these enrichment routes, we
will characterize ARGs in systems that portray varying types and
severities of anthropogenic disturbance.

Madagascar is a prime study site. Its ongoing population and
agricultural boom has increased the demand for antibiotics to
treat human and agricultural diseases, thereby enriching ARGs in
human and domestic animal populations (Gay et al., 2017; Padget
et al., 2017; Randrianirina et al., 2010). Furthermore, antibiotics
are broadly used to treat Madagascar’s semi-regular plague
outbreaks (caused by the bacterium Yersinia pestis) (Boisier et al.,
2002; Andrianaivoarimanana et al., 2013; Salam et al., 2020),
which has fueled the demand for antibiotics (Rasamiravaka,
2020). Coupled with a lack of infrastructure to contain human
and agricultural waste, ubiquitous antibiotic use in Madagascar
poses a significant risk of widespread ARG propagation to its
unique and endangered wildlife.

Unlike many ecologically specialized lemurs endemic to
Madagascar, the ecologically flexible ring-tailed lemur is a semi-
terrestrial omnivore that performs geophagy or earth-eating
(Ganzhorn, 1987; Gould, 2006); it survives and reproduces
successfully in greatly disturbed habitats and in a wide range
of captivity settings (Jolly et al., 2006; Mason, 2010). Across
their natural range, ring-tailed lemurs live along a gradient of
disturbance from near-pristine forests, that have minimal human
activity, to degraded habitats with heavy human encroachment,
including logging, agricultural land use, and hunting. Similarly,
captive ring-tailed lemurs live under conditions that range
from naturalized settings (e.g., social housing in natural habitat
enclosures) to artificial settings, some even living solitarily, as
pets, in human dwellings, where they experience consistent
human contact and substandard conditions (Reuter et al., 2015;
Reuter and Schaefer, 2016; LaFleur et al., 2019).

Regarding direct routes of ARG enrichment, lemurs in
natural and captivity settings have differential exposure to
antibiotic treatment. Whereas most wild lemurs and lemurs
kept as illegal pets in Madagascar will have never experienced
antibiotic treatment (the latter owing to lack of veterinary
care), populations at well-established field sites may have,
on occasion, experienced antibiotic treatment during capture
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sessions or as part of a research protocol. At the other extreme,
lemurs at research or rescue facilities will have experienced
routine veterinary care, including potentially frequent antibiotic
treatment. Regarding indirect routes of ARG enrichment, wild
and captive lemurs differ in their exposure to humans and
domestic animals, in their potential for social transmission
between conspecifics, and in their potential to acquire ARGs from
their environment.

We first characterize ARGs in the gut microbiota of wild
and captive ring-tailed lemurs, by population. We predict that
the abundance and diversity of ARGs across populations will
positively correlate with the degree of overall anthropogenic
disturbance, and that any clinically relevant ARGs in wild lemurs
will reflect antibiotic use in human and agricultural settings
in Madagascar. For captive lemurs, we expect overall ARG
abundance to be greater than in wild conspecifics; however,
the diversity and type of ARGs could reflect different routes
of enrichment. In captive lemurs at facilities that provide
naturalized settings and routine veterinary care, we expect ARGs
to reflect treatment with common antibiotics. By contrast, in
pet lemurs that are unlikely to receive antibiotic treatment,
but have consistent and sustained direct contact with humans
and domestic animals, we expect to observe ARGs that confer
resistance to antibiotics commonly used in Madagascar (such as
those used to treat the plague).

Similar to the patterns predicted for lemur ARGs, we
expect ARGs in soil microbiota to also correlate with the
degree of environmental disturbance and to also reflect the
types of antibiotics used in human and agricultural settings in
Madagascar. As regards ARG covariation between wild lemur
resistomes and soil resistomes, we expect soil from the more
disturbed habitats to have greater abundance and diversity
of ARGs than would soil from the more pristine habitats.
Consistent with evidence that hosts acquire microbes from their
environments (Smith et al., 2015; Adair and Douglas, 2017;
Selway et al., 2020), we expect wild lemur resistomes to be more
similar to soil resistomes from their local habitat than to soil
resistomes from outside their home ranges.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Sites and Subjects
We collected lemur fecal samples and soil samples from the
following 10 habitats or settings, hereafter called ‘sites’ (Table 1):
seven natural sites (e.g., national parks, community-managed
reserves across the lemurs’ natural range in Madagascar); two
captivity sites in Madagascar (the Lemur Rescue Center or LRC
and, collectively, households with pet lemurs), and; one captivity
site in the United States (the Duke Lemur Center or DLC).
Although the pet lemurs derived from different households in
different townships, we categorized them as one population or
site because of the specific, shared experience of pethood (see
below and Supplementary Table 1 for more details). We selected
these sites based on the presence of ring-tailed lemurs, feasibility
of sample collection, and a priori predictions that these sites
would span a gradient of anthropogenic disturbance.

The lemurs at the seven natural sites (n = 71) free-ranged
in groups of 5–24 individuals. Those at the LRC (n = 10) and
DLC (n = 12) were socially housed in indoor–outdoor enclosures,
and some gained additional access to forested enclosures where
they could semi-free range. The latter were provided facility-
standardized diets (i.e., fresh produce and commercial chow:
Mowry and Campbell, 2001). The pet lemurs (n = 7) were kept
solitarily in human dwellings, were fed fruit, rice, and other foods
marketed for human consumption, and had frequent contact
with humans and domestic animals (personal observations and
communications).

Assessing Anthropogenic Disturbance
We identified four components of potential anthropogenic
disturbance across our 10 sites that we expected might influence
ARG prevalence: (1) non-wildlife animal presence, (2) human
presence, (3) direct human contact, and (4) antibiotic treatment.
Examples of (1) exposure to non-wildlife animal presence in
natural habitats include via grazing or the holding of agricultural
animals, as well as via free-roaming domestic or feral dogs
and cats. In more developed areas, non-wildlife animals are
kept in proximity to human dwellings and/or can roam in
areas shared with humans (e.g., companion animals, free-
ranging poultry, and rats). As regards (2) human presence,
lemurs are exposed to the local Malagasy and to foreigners
(e.g., researchers and tourists), and to their waste (including
feces). Most common examples of human activity within natural
habitats are (a) shepherding agricultural animals, (b) harvesting
natural resources (e.g., logging, hunting), (c) agriculture (e.g.,
tending rice paddies), and (d) foot traffic. In captivity settings,
human presence encompasses animal caretakers, veterinarians,
visitors, and/or pet owners. (3) Direct human contact with
lemurs most commonly entails handling of the animals for
research or veterinary purposes. Although it is rare for certain
populations of wild lemurs to have human contact, some
have been subjects of long-term research, involving annual
captures. Pet lemurs have frequent contact with their owners
and other humans (e.g., for promoting tourism). Lastly, (4)
antibiotic treatment in wild lemurs is only applicable at certain
established field sites (e.g., BEZ, BER) where antibiotics have
been used during capture sessions for veterinary purposes. For
captive animals, antibiotics are used for veterinary treatment and
research purposes; for pet owners, antibiotics are cost prohibitive
and seeking veterinary treatment may have legal consequences.
Additional information (and citations) about each site is located
in Supplementary Table 1.

For the purpose of ranking these threats, we weighted each
component independently and equally (rankings in Table 1
are based on the criteria and information presented in
Supplementary Table 1). Each of five researchers, who had
visited or performed research at a subset of the sites, provided
descriptions of the sites and information on the presence or
frequency of the four disturbance components (Supplementary
Table 1). We combined this information with any existing
literature, and ranked each component on a scale of 0–5
(0 = no known observations, 5 = frequent observations) for
each of the 10 sites. We then tallied the rankings across the
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TABLE 1 | Descriptions of sites, lemur fecal and soil samples, and disturbance ranks.

Site (abbreviation) Samples: extracted (analyzed) Environmental
setting

Anthropogenic disturbance rankings

Fecal Soil Non-wildlife
presence

Human
presence

Human
contact

Antibiotic
treatment

Disturbance
rank

Ivohiboro (IVO) 10 (9) – Humid forest, grassland 1 1 0 0 2

Amoron’I Onilahy
(AMO)

10 4 (2) Riverine gallery forest,
dry scrub forest

1.5 1.5 0 0 3

Ranomay (RAN) 10 2 Dry forest 2 2 0 0 4

Isalo National Park (ISA) 11 3 Dry deciduous forest 2 3 0 0 5

Tsimanampetsotsa
National Park (TSI)

10 (9) 8 (0) Dry forest and spiny
forest

2 3 0.5 0 5.5

Beza Mahafaly Special
Reserve (BEZ)

10 4 Riverine gallery and
semi-arid spiny forest

3 3 1 0.5 7.5

Berenty Reserve (BER) 10 (8) – Semi-arid dry forest,
spiny forest

3 3.5 1 0 7.5

Lemur Rescue Center,
Toliara, Madagascar
(LRC)

10 2 (0) Indoor–outdoor
enclosures; semi-free

ranging in dry and spiny
forest enclosures

1 4 3 4 12

Duke Lemur Center,
Durham, NC (DLC)

12 3 (0) Indoor–outdoor
enclosures; semi-free

ranging in N. American
semi-deciduous forest

1 4.5 4 5 14.5

Various towns,
Madagascar (pets)

7 – Pets housed in human
dwellings

4 5 5 1 15

Sites include seven natural habitats (IVO-BER), two captivity settings in Madagascar (LRC, pets) and one captivity setting in the United States (DLC). Some of the
samples that were extracted were not included in the analyses owing to low-yield extractions or low-quality sequencing. Rankings for each of the four components of
anthropogenic disturbance (scale of 0–5; 0 = no known observations, 5 = frequent observations) were based on communications with researchers who had visited or
performed research at a subset of the sites, combined with existing literature and personal observations. Disturbance rank is the sum of ranks across all four components.
Maps show locations of each site; the gray shaded area shows the natural range of wild ring-tailed lemurs in Madagascar.

four components to estimate overall disturbance at each site
(Table 1 and Supplementary Table 1 list sites in ascending
order of total estimated disturbance). Although differing in
severity, agriculture and human presence were estimated to
influence lemurs at nearly all sites. By contrast, direct human
contact and antibiotic treatment were largely limited to impacting
lemurs in captivity settings, with the exceptions being TSI,

BEZ, and BER, where lemurs are infrequently handled for
research purposes.

Sample Collection
The protocols associated with sample collection are detailed in
Bornbusch et al., 2021. In brief, we opportunistically collected
fresh fecal samples from lemurs at all 10 sites. We additionally
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collected soil samples from the lemurs’ core areas at four of the
natural habitat sites (Table 1). Each soil sample was a composite
of five aliquots of topsoil (2–3 cm deep) from a 2–3 m2 area
of the resident lemurs’ core range. To avoid the confounding
variable of seasonality, we collected all samples during the dry
season in Madagascar (May–October, 2016–2020) and a single
fall season in the United States (October 2017). Each sample
was placed in an Omnigene tube containing a stabilizing buffer
that preserves microbial communities at room temperature for
8 weeks (Omnigene.Gut tube, DNAgenotek, ON, Canada; Choo
et al., 2015; Song et al., 2016) and, within that 8-week period,
the samples were transported to the United States and stored at
−80◦C until analysis.

Microbial DNA Extraction, Sequencing,
and Bioinformatics
Following the manufacturer’s protocols for the DNeasy Powersoil
kit (QIAGAN, Frederick, MD, United States), we extracted
bacterial genomic DNA from fecal and soil samples. We
quantified DNA using a Fluorometer (broad-spectrum kit, Qubit
4, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, United States).
Extracted samples that did not yield sufficient, extracted DNA
(<1000 ng/ml) were excluded from shotgun sequencing. Aliquots
of extracted DNA were sent to CosmosID Inc. (Rockville,
MD, United States) for shotgun metagenomic sequencing. DNA
libraries were prepared using the Illumina Nextera XT library
preparation kit, with a modified protocol (Hasan et al., 2014; Lax
et al., 2014). Library quantity was assessed with Qubit (Thermo
Fisher). Libraries were then sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq
platform 2× 150 bp. On average, samples yielded approximately
17 million total sequence reads per sample, with an average of
∼18 million and ∼10 million reads for fecal and soil samples,
respectively. Sequences with fewer than five million reads were
excluded from downstream analyses.

Unassembled sequencing reads were directly analyzed using
CosmosID’s bioinformatics platform for identifying and profiling
ARGs (described in Hasan et al., 2014; Lax et al., 2014;
Ottesen et al., 2016). Briefly, the system uses curated genome
databases and a high-performance, data-mining algorithm that
rapidly disambiguates millions of metagenomic sequence reads.
ARGs in the microbiome were identified by querying the
unassembled sequence reads against the CosmosID curated
antibiotic resistance and virulence-associated gene databases.
Outputs include the identity and family, percent gene coverage,
and frequency counts of ARGs within each sample. A total of
∼2.5 million ARGs were identified across all samples, with an
average of ∼22,000 per sample, and were the only microbial
genes analyzed in this study. We categorized clinically relevant
ARGs (i.e., those that pose significant risk to human health)
using existing literature on the global enrichment, mobility, and
pathogenicity of ARGs (Martínez et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2019).

Statistical Analyses
To calculate the relative abundance of ARGs within a fecal or
soil sample, we divided the frequency count of all ARGs or
specific gene families by the sample’s total read count. Because

relative abundance is dependent on sequencing depth, whereas
raw sequence counts are not, relative abundance can better
account for sequencing-related biases. To determine the diversity
of ARGs, we calculated Shannon–Weaver and Simpson diversity
(R studio, ver. 4.0.2), two widely used diversity indices that
reflect community richness and evenness, respectively (Legendre
and Legendre, 2012). For fecal samples, we used linear mixed
models (LMMs) of the relative abundance or diversity of
ARGs to test for correlations with the disturbance ranks, while
taking into account the research site as a random effect. To
determine the composition of ARGs in lemur gut and soil
microbiota, we calculated Bray–Curtis dissimilarities, a metric
that takes into account the presence and abundance of features
(Bray and Curtis, 1957). We used the resulting dissimilarity
matrix to perform principal coordinate analyses, allowing us to
visualize the clustering of ARG composition, and to compare
ARG composition within and between sites (via Kruskal–Wallis
tests with Benjamini–Hochberg adjustments). Because relative
abundance and diversity metrics are influenced by sequencing
depth, we ran the linear mixed models, detailed above, with
sequencing depth as an additional fixed effect. As sequencing
depth was non-significant, we removed it from our final models.

To test if soil-associated ARGs were present in lemur fecal
samples, we used FEAST, a tool for microbial source tracking
that relies on fast expectation-maximization (Shenhav et al.,
2019). For this analysis, we used the four natural sites for which
we had matched fecal (n = 41) and soil (n = 11) samples;
the FEAST output includes an estimated proportion of soil-
associated ARGs for each pairwise comparison (∼400) of the
available samples. Because this analysis requires an assumption
of directionality (i.e., from a source to a sink), we categorized
soil samples as ‘sources’ of ARGs and lemur fecal samples as
‘sinks’ (Dias, 1996); however, we acknowledge the potential for
bi-directional transmission of ARGs between lemurs and soils.
For each fecal sample, we calculated the proportions of ARGs
that were shared with each soil community or with a default,
hypothetical “unknown source” that accounts for ARGs not
found in the soil samples.

RESULTS

Ring-Tailed Lemur Resistomes
We identified ARGs in the fecal samples of 89% (i.e., all but 11)
of the ring-tailed lemurs in this study. Their relative abundances
(i.e., proportion of all metagenomic sequence reads assigned to
known ARGs) ranged from ∼0–1% (Figures 1A,B). Compared
to wild lemurs, lemurs from the three captivity settings had
significantly greater ARG relative abundances (Figure 1A and
Supplementary Table 2); nevertheless, whether considering all
of the environments surveyed (LMM; t = 7.081, p < 0.0001;
Figure 1A) or only the wilderness sites (LMM; t = 2.248,
p = 0.027; Figure 1B), disturbance rank significantly correlated
with the relative abundance of ARGs in host guts. Qualitatively,
among wild lemurs, those from the most disturbed wilderness
sites (i.e., BEZ and BER) had the greatest ARG abundances. This
trend was significant when comparing BER to four of the other
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wilderness sites (i.e., IVO, AMO, RAN, and TSI), but not when
comparing to ISA (Supplementary Table 2). At most of the 10
sites, there were outlier individuals, all of which were included
in the analyses; they appeared to have substantially greater ARG
abundances than their site-mates (Figures 1A,B). For example,
at IVO, ISA, BEZ, and BER, the relative abundance of ARGs in
outlier individuals was 2–3 standard deviations greater than the
average ARG abundance across the site-mates.

Compared to ARG relative abundance, the diversity metrics
of ARGs in lemur fecal samples were more similar across sites,
showing both high inter-individual variation within sites and
substantial overlap between sites (Figures 1C,D). Disturbance
rank was nonetheless a significant predictor of ARG Shannon
diversity across all lemurs (LMM; all lemurs: t = 2.505, p = 0.034;
Figure 1C), but not across wild lemurs (LMM; wild lemurs:
t = 2.170, p = 0.081; Figure 1C). Disturbance rank did not
significantly predict Simpson diversity at any scale (LMM;
all lemurs: t = 0.679; p = 0.515, wild lemurs: t = −0.428,
p = 0.685; Figure 1D).

Overall, lemur resistomes were largely clustered according
to whether the lemur was wild or captive (Figure 2A). Within
a site, wild lemurs had significantly greater interindividual
variation than did captive lemurs (i.e., they clustered less tightly;
Supplementary Table 3, highlighted in gray). Additionally,
variation between lemur resistomes was significantly lower when
comparing samples within sites versus between sites, a pattern
that held true at all but one site (i.e., RAN; Supplementary
Table 3, outlined in black). In other words, lemur resistomes
were largely site-specific (Figures 2B–D and Supplementary
Table 3). This pattern was most pronounced in the lemurs from
all three captive settings, despite pet lemurs being housed at
various locations, further indicating that the resistomes of captive
lemurs differed dramatically from those of wild lemurs.

Although the relative abundances of ARGs varied
across lemur populations, lemur resistomes were largely
dominated by ARGs in the tetracycline resistance gene
family (µ = 53.47% ± σ = 36.12%), with additional notable
contributions of ARGs from the vancomycin (8.45% ± 21.22%),
multi-drug resistant (MDR; 7.96% ± 17.82%), beta-lactam
(6.98% ± 16.51%), aminoglycoside (3.45% ± 11.29%), and
macrolide (3.40% ± 8.64%) gene families (Figure 3). At the gene
level, the five most prevalent ARGs included three tetracycline
ARGs (tetW, tetQ, and tetO) and two vancomycin ARGs (vanH
and vanS), which, when summed, accounted for 63.16% of ARGs
across all of the lemurs. Certain ARGs were more prevalent
in different lemur populations. Notably, lemurs from BER
had marked proportions of ARGs (e.g., evgS, mdtF, and AcrF
genes) that were not classified under a single gene family,
but confer resistance to multiple antibiotic classes, including
fluoroquinolones, penams, and macrolides (Alcock et al., 2020;
Figure 3). In addition, lemurs from the LRC, predominantly, had
notable proportions of phenicol resistance genes (6.88%± 6.49%;
Figure 3). Vancomycin ARGs were found almost exclusively
in lemurs from Madagascar, notably in animals at the LRC, as
well as in some pets (Figure 3). Although vancomycin ARGs
dominated the resistomes of lemurs at IVO, it should be noted
that their relative abundances were quite low.

With respect to clinically relevant ARGs – those identified as
posing significant risk to human health – relative abundance was
significantly correlated with disturbance rank when comparing
across all lemurs (LMM; t = 6.201, p = 0.0002; Figure 4A),
but not when comparing across wild lemurs only (LMM;
t = 1.459, p = 0.204; Figure 4B). This pattern was mirrored
in the relative abundance of the tetW gene, the most prevalent
of the clinically relevant ARGs (LMM; all lemurs: t = 5.724,
p = 0.0003; wild lemurs: t = 1.281, p = 0.256; Figures 4C,D).
Other clinically relevant ARGs, such as mdtE and vanY,
also varied in relative abundance in lemurs across sites
(Figures 4E,F).

Soil Resistomes and Their Covariation
With Lemur Resistomes
The relative abundance and diversity of ARGs in soil microbiota
appeared to vary between the four sites analyzed, but the
differences did not reach statistical significance (Figures 5A,B),
likely owing to small sample sizes. One notable pattern consistent
with predictions, however, was that the greatest relative
abundance and diversity of ARGs occurred at BEZ, the most
disturbed of these four sites (Figures 5A,B). Here, the resistomes
of two soil samples clustered distinctly from all other samples
(arrows in Figures 5C,D), and were the only ones to include
notable proportions of phenicol, sulfonamide, and trimethoprim
ARGs. Otherwise, similar to lemur resistomes, ARGs in soil
microbiota were dominated by tetracycline resistance genes
(µ = 61.044% ± σ = 30.091%), with additional substantial
contributions of ARGs from macrolide (11.22% ± 11.06%) and
beta-lactam (10.03% ± 16.39%) ARGs. Notably, soil from BEZ
also included substantial proportions of aminoglycoside
(3.59% ± 6.17%), trimethoprim (3.58% ± 7.96%), and
sulfonamide (2.30%± 5.13%) families (Figure 5D). Unlike lemur
resistomes, however, the soil microbiota had low abundances of
ARGs in the vancomycin and MDR gene families. The relative
abundance of clinically relevant ARGs (Figure 5E), including the
tetW gene (Figures 5E,F) reprised patterns observed in lemur
fecal samples (Figures 4A–D).

Regarding covariation between lemur and soil resistomes,
there were no significant differences between the total proportion
of soil-associated ARGs in lemur guts across the four sites
from which soil samples were analyzed (Kruskal–Wallis test;
χ2 = 2.781, p = 0.426). When using FEAST to compare all lemur
and soil samples from the four sites, soil resistomes from within
a population’s site accounted for, on average, significantly greater
proportions of lemur ARGs than did soil resistomes from other
sites (Kruskal–Wallis test; all sites: χ2 = 20.91, p< 0.0001). When
comparing lemur and soil ARGs within and between specific
sites, this pattern was not significant for all sites (Figure 6);
whereas soil resistomes from ISA and BEZ had significantly
greater representation in ISA and BEZ lemurs than did soil
resistomes from other sites, the same pattern was nonsignificant
from soil and lemurs from AMO and RAN (Pairwise Wilcoxon
tests with Benjamini–Hochberg adjustment; ISA: p = 0.005; BEZ:
p = 0.0001; AMO: p = 0.896; RAN: p = 0.896; Figure 6).
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FIGURE 1 | Relative abundance and diversity of antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) in the gut microbiota of ring-tailed lemurs (Lemur catta) living at 10 sites: seven
natural habitats, two captive settings in Madagascar, and one captive setting in the United States. Shown are the relative abundances of ARGs in (A) all lemurs and
(B) wild lemurs only. Also shown are (C) Shannon–Weaver diversity and (D) Simpson diversity of ARGs across all lemurs. Sites are presented in ascending order
according to their ranked level of anthropogenic disturbance (Table 1).

DISCUSSION

By assessing ARGs in multiple ring-tailed lemur populations
living under variably disturbed conditions, we (a) shed light on
the breadth of ARG presence and diversity outside of traditionally
studied settings, (b) highlight the potentially different routes by
which ARGs may be acquired by wild versus captive animals, and
(c) demonstrate covariance between lemur and soil resistomes in
a subset of wild populations. Consistent with previous findings
on natural resistomes in wildlife microbiota (Vittecoq et al., 2016;
Kipkorir et al., 2019; Marcelino et al., 2019) and environmental
microbiota (Esiobu et al., 2002), ARGs were present in nearly
all lemur and soil samples collected, including from animals
that had potentially minimal exposure to introduced antibiotics
(Pallecchi et al., 2008; McCann et al., 2019). As one of the broadest

examinations of ARGs in an endangered species and its habitat,
our study adds to the growing recognition that wildlife-associated
and environmental consortia may act as inextricable reservoirs
of ARGs, exemplifying both the ecological and conservation
concerns associated with the resistance crisis.

At the lowest end of the anthropogenic disturbance gradient,
relatively undisturbed, wild lemur populations (e.g., at IVO
and AMO) nonetheless harbored diverse, low-abundance ARGs
that likely reflect natural resistomes. Even in these low-
risk populations, the composition of lemur resistomes was
site-specific, indicating that naturally occurring ARGs are
neither randomly present across individuals nor are they
homogenized across populations. Thus, under conditions of
minimal anthropogenic impact, selective pressures other than
human influence may shape animal resistomes.
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FIGURE 2 | Beta diversity of ARGs in the gut microbiota of ring-tailed lemurs (Lemur catta) living at 10 sites (as identified in Table 1). (A) Principal coordinate
analyses of Bray–Curtis dissimilarity including combinations of axes 1, 2, and 3. Analyses of dissimilarity within or between sites for (B) all lemurs, (C) only wild
lemurs, and (D) by site. Sites are presented in ascending order according to the ranked level of anthropogenic disturbance (Table 1). Kruskal–Wallis test with
pairwise comparisons and Benjamini–Hochberg correction; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001, n.s., nonsignificant.

Although not directly addressed in the present study, one
such pressure may involve host sociality. Notably, the site-
specificity we observed in lemur resistomes mirrors the site-
or group-specificity observed for microbiome composition in
highly social species (Theis et al., 2012; Leclaire et al., 2014;
Tung et al., 2015; Moeller et al., 2016), including the ring-tailed
lemur (Bornbusch et al., 2021). The widely accepted mechanism
underlying these patterns is the sharing of microbes between
hosts, from many possible bodily sources, particularly between
conspecific social partners (reviewed in Archie and Tung, 2015).
If social vectors for microbial transmission have a homogenizing
effect on the microbiomes of group members, the same pattern
could be expected for specific microbial genes, such as ARGs. Our
observation of site-specific resistomes in group-living lemurs is
thus consistent with the potentially homogenizing impact of ARG
social transmission.

Likewise, another pressure may involve components of
the host’s diet. Omnivory and geophagy in the ring-tailed
lemur (Canington, 2021) promotes ingestion of naturally
occurring biomolecules and chemical elements, such as plant
secondary compounds (e.g., tannins) and heavy metals, that
can modify or co-occur with bacterial resistance mechanisms

(Hatano et al., 2005; Compean and Ynalvez, 2014; Pal et al.,
2015). The presence and abundance of these compounds could
vary with food availability and dietary preferences across the
wide range of habitats occupied by wild ring-tailed lemurs. The
social transmission of microbes and the diets available within
microhabitats are plausible mechanisms for shaping natural
resistomes in wild populations and warrant further research to
better characterize the potential for even ‘unperturbed’ wildlife to
serve as reservoirs of ARGs.

Unexpectedly, we observed ‘outliers’ in most of our wild lemur
populations, including those in the most undisturbed habitats,
according to our criteria. These outliers appeared to be more
ARG-enriched than were their site-mates. To the extent that
they represent ‘sentinel’ animals – a concept widely used in
epidemiology to describe individuals or species that manifest a
specific risk and thus provide advance warning (Van der Schalie
et al., 1999) – their resistomes may reflect increased potential
of ARG exposure at given sites (Blanco and Bautista, 2020).
Sentinel individuals or species may be differentially exposed to
ARGs via their different behavioral patterns or biogeographical
ranges (Rabinowitz et al., 2005; Vittecoq et al., 2016). Given
the probability of host–host transmission of ARGs, sentinels
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FIGURE 3 | The proportions of identified ARGs, categorized by gene family, in the gut microbiota of ring-tailed lemurs (Lemur catta) at seven natural habitats, two
captive settings in Madagascar, and one captive setting in the United States. Data are shown (A) averaged by ‘site’ and (B) by individual lemur within sites. Gene
families were identified by color and those representing <1% of the ARGs were combined into the category “Other.” Sites are presented in ascending order
according to the ranked level of anthropogenic disturbance (Table 1).

may act as propagators of ARG within their population or
community (Sacristán et al., 2020; Plaza-Rodríguez et al., 2021).
Alternatively, whereas healthy hosts may be able to combat
colonization by resistant bacteria, sentinels may have been those
most susceptible to infection (Aguirre, 2009; Taur and Pamer,
2013). In this case, ARG enrichment might reflect vulnerability.
Although we could not pinpoint the cause of this variation in
our study populations, both scenarios are plausible. Longitudinal
data on ARG prevalence in wildlife would help disentangle these
two possibilities.

Although degree of anthropogenic disturbance has been
suggested as a driver of ARG enrichment in other wildlife species
(Tripathi and Cytryn, 2017; Sacristán et al., 2020), most ARG
studies have been limited to single or few host populations. Here,
across seven populations of wild ring-tailed lemurs, we show that
ARG abundance in host gut microbiota positively correlated with
our assessments of four anthropogenic components. Compared
to subjects from other wilderness sites, those from BEZ and
BER (i.e., the sites with the greatest disturbance rankings) had
significantly greater abundances of overall and clinically relevant
ARGs. Notably, because both of these sites have well-established,
long-term research stations (Sauther et al., 1999; Jolly et al., 2006;
Jolly, 2012), certain groups had been habituated, captured, and
handled for research purposes, and, at BEZ, on rare occasions in
the recent past, treated with antibiotics (personal communication
with M. Sauther). Because routine captures ceased almost a
decade ago, it is improbable that the lemurs sampled for this
study received direct antibiotic treatment. Nonetheless, given the
persistence and propagation of ARGs, earlier research practices
may have left a signal in the lemur resistomes that could

have been perpetuated, albeit dampened, over time. Lemurs at
TSI have also been handled for research purposes, yet they
showed no signal of ARG enrichment. Whereas researcher
presence and animal handling at TSI began relatively recently
(i.e., in the 10 years before sampling), researcher activity has
been occurring for ∼47 and ∼60 years, respectively, at BEZ
and BER. Perhaps our findings suggest that, when human
contact is infrequent and sporadic, long-term exposure may
be required for ARGs to accumulate and disseminate within
wildlife populations.

Compared to the ARGs found in wild lemurs, those in
captive lemurs were greatly enriched, in some cases by multiple
orders of magnitude, likely owing to direct antibiotic treatment
received by captive animals at the LRC and DLC. Moreover,
the types of ARGs present in these two populations reflected
the differences in antibiotic availability and use between the two
countries. The resistomes of LRC lemurs, for example, included
phenicol ARGs, which most commonly confer resistance to
chloramphenicol, an antibiotic that is rarely used in developed
countries (Wareham and Wilson, 2002; Fernández et al., 2012),
but available in Madagascar for treating the plague (Chanteau
et al., 2000; Godfred-Cato et al., 2020). In addition, LRC lemurs
harbored notable proportions of ARGs conferring resistance to
vancomycin, which, until recently, was considered a last-resort
antibiotic for severe bacterial infections, including Staphylococcus
aureus (i.e., MRSA: Gardete and Tomasz, 2014; Koch et al., 2014).
A recent increase in vancomycin use in Madagascar has led to
increased vancomycin resistance and decreased efficacy (Dhanda
et al., 2018), including in isolates from humans and other animals
(Gay et al., 2017).
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FIGURE 4 | Relative abundances of (A,B) clinically relevant ARGs, including (C,D) tetracycline resistance gene, tetW in the gut microbiota of (A,C) all ring-tailed
lemurs (Lemur catta) versus (B,D) only wild lemurs, across sites ranked by increasing level of anthropogenic disturbance (see Table 1). Also shown are the relative
abundances of (E) multi-drug resistant gene mdtE and (F) vancomycin-resistant gene, vanY, for lemurs at all sites.

By contrast, for DLC lemurs, tetracycline, aminoglycoside,
and beta-lactam ARGs were the first, second, and third most
prevalent, respectively, potentially reflecting the common
use of all three antibiotic families in United States veterinary
care (Schwarz and Chaslus-Dancla, 2001; Sarmah et al.,
2006; personal communication with veterinarians at the

DLC). Nonetheless, not all lemurs in these captivity settings
had received equivalent antibiotic treatment. Moreover,
DLC lemurs without any history of antibiotic treatment
still harbored substantial ARGs that rivaled those seen in
conspecifics with numerous previous antibiotics treatments
(Bornbusch et al., 2020). In combination, these results
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FIGURE 5 | Antibiotic resistance genes in soil samples from four sites in Madagascar, representing different levels of anthropogenic disturbance. Shown are (A)
relative abundance, (B) alpha diversity, (C) principal coordinate analyses of Bray–Curtis dissimilarity, including combinations of axes 1, 2, and 3, (D) proportions of
identified ARGs by gene family, (E) relative abundances of all clinically relevant ARGs, and (F) relative abundances of the tetW gene. Gene families were identified by
color and those representing <1% of the ARGs were combined into the category “Other.” Sites are presented in ascending order according to the ranked level of
disturbance (Table 1). Arrows in panels (C,D) point to two soil samples from BEZ that cluster distinctly, reflecting their unique composition.

FIGURE 6 | Proportions of soil-associated ARGs present in ring-tailed lemur (Lemur catta) gut microbiota depending on whether the soil was from the same site as
the lemur (fecal site = soil site; solid color) or from a different site (fecal site 6= soil site; striped). Data are shown (A) averaged across all four sites and (B) for each
specific site. Kruskal–Wallis test with pairwise comparisons and Benjamini–Hochberg correction; **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001, n.s., nonsignificant.

indicate that antibiotic treatment produced predictable
patterns in ARG enrichment, but those patterns are also
present in untreated lemurs. The presence of specific types
of ARG enrichment in treatment-naïve individuals perhaps

again suggests an independent mechanism of social or
environmental transmission.

Another line of evidence in favor of social or environmental
transmission is the finding that, despite a lack of antibiotic
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treatment, pet lemurs harbored some of the greatest abundances
of ARGs. Similar to the resistomes of wild and LRC lemurs,
those of pet lemurs included ARGs that reflected human use of
antibiotics in Madagascar, but at significantly higher abundances
than that shown by their wild conspecifics. In a recent report,
researchers indicated that ARGs associated with virtually every
class of antibiotics have increased in Madagascar, both in
humans and in domestic animals (Gay et al., 2017). Whereas
for wild lemurs, intraspecific social contact likely facilitates the
transmission of ARGs, for pet lemurs isolated from conspecifics,
interspecific social contact with humans and domestic animals
likely serves as a vector for ARG transmission. Pet lemurs live
under unsuitable conditions (Reuter et al., 2015; Reuter and
Schaefer, 2016; LaFleur et al., 2021); their poor health may present
a particular vulnerability to ARG enrichment. Moreover, because
the transmission of ARGs is not host-specific or even route
(e.g., fecal-oral) specific, ARG enrichment in pet lemurs poses
a significant risk of transmission to the humans who come into
contact with these lemurs.

With growing recognition that animal hosts represent
only one component of microbial landscapes, researchers are
increasingly probing the relationships between host-associated
and environmental microbiota. In a previous study on these same
ring-tailed lemur populations, we showed that exposure to and
acquisition of soil microbes likely contributed to interpopulation
variation in gut microbiota (Bornbusch et al., 2021). Here, we
expand on this finding, showing that the same pattern holds
for ARGs: significant covariation between lemur gut and soil
resistomes was found in two disturbed sites, ISA and BEZ.
Although based on a directional, source-sink analysis, this
covariation is likely to be bidirectional, such that lemurs can
acquire ARGs from their environment and also shed them
into the environment. Although ISA lemurs had relatively low-
abundance resistomes and neither human contact nor antibiotic
exposure, the significant covariation between lemur and soil
ARGs indicates that the presence of non-wildlife animals and
humans might contribute to ARG reservoirs both in lemurs and
their environments.

Although antibiotic stewardship has rightly become a focus
of western medicine, our study highlights that the resistance
crisis extends outside of traditional clinical settings; antibiotic
treatment should be considered as only one of many possible
mechanisms that facilitate ARG enrichment. Indeed, unlike the
curbing of antibiotic use, the exploitation and anthropogenic
disturbance of natural ecosystems is accelerating. We show that
an endangered primate harbors diverse and, in some cases,
anthropogenically enriched resistomes. Our results reinforce
the recent call for greater preservation of natural microbial
communities (Trevelline et al., 2019; Banerjee et al., 2020) and
highlight the need to incorporate antibiotic resistance into in vivo
and ex vivo conservation strategies, particularly those that could
facilitate the propagation of ARGs (e.g., animal reintroductions,
translocations, and transfers). As a premier One Health issue,
with relevance to the health of humans, other animals, and the
environment, antibiotic resistance demands greater study in a
wider range of systems, specifically in the context of wildlife and
environmental reservoirs of ARGs.
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